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Abstract (en)
The present invention provides a micro smoke detector, including a base and a cover body axially moving along the base; wherein a side wall of the
cover body is provided with a smoke inlet hole for smoke to enter a detection part; an elastic part that drives the cover body away from the base by
means of an elastic effect is disposed between the cover body and the base; a limiting part that limits, by means of an abutting effect, the cover body
from breaking away from the base is disposed between the cover body and the base; a surface, facing towards the base, of a control circuit board is
provided with a first button triggered by movement of the cover body to the base; the first button controls test and stop of the smoke detector; and the
detection part and a sound production part are electrically connected to a power supply in the base. A user can stop chirping of the smoke detector
and test the smoke detector in this manner. The smoke detector set in this manner is relatively small, and in the manner of trigging by using a cover
body, the area of the cover body occupies more than 90% of the area of an orthographic projection of the base, thereby facilitating stopping chirping
of the smoke detector and testing the smoke detector by the user.
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